
BOOK SUMMARY ONE PAGE BUSINESS PLAN

Use this simple formula to build a one-page business plan and jump start your a detailed business plan, download our
free business plan template, or review.

Measurement: Follow the previous two sections with another half-page describing how you will measure the
effectiveness of each of those delivery methods and, based on the results, adjust your plan accordingly.
One-Page Business Plan Template for a Product Business This template is suitable for businesses that sell
products, such as food services, beauty products, and bike shops. By "date" business licenses and insurance
acquired. Financial features: Highlights the important financial points of the business including sales, profits,
cash flows, and return on investment. Tomorrow, we'll cover the business description. More from
Entrepreneur Corene Summers helps clients advancing their health, careers and lives overall through reducing
stress, tension and optimizing sleep. In fact, lenders and investors will pretty much make up their mind
whether to give you money based on this executive summary. Personnel Plan: Use one page to describe your
'people' plan by answering questions like: What personnel are needed now to accomplish current goals? All
too often, what the business owner desires is buried on page eight. Key elements that should be included are:
1. How will your service offerings address the needs of customers, for example, what is your unique selling
proposition? They are far more visual, and can be used for both live pitches and over the internet. If that
concerns you, then offer a low, middle and high forecast so they can see the best and worst case scenario. It is
both impractical and unwise to email a pitch deck â€” who will want to take all that time to review if?
Business Plans This is effectively a summary or mini business plan. How will you assure and measure quality
and customer satisfaction? What is an Executive Summary? The Executive Summary Within the overall
outline of the business plan, the executive summary will follow the title page. For a one-page plan, the
answers to questions should be one or two sentences. An executive summary is a critical document for new
and growing businesses. What do you see this business becoming in x years? These elements include a cover,
a title page and a table of contents. To keep focused, consider telling your story by providing the following
information: Start-up costs, if applicable Revenue projections with detailed assumptions Three- to five-year
cash-flow projections Three- to five-year balance sheet projections Sources and uses of funds if you are
raising capital  But small business owners don't have time or patience to produce lengthy business plans â€”
they need action plans. It sums up the business plan and opportunity in a tight document. If the loan for initial
capital will be based on security instead of equity within the company, you should also specify the source of
collateral. Buy a blue, black, or brown cover at a stationery store. Description: Kick off your plan with a
one-page description of your business. There is a place in the plan where you can show professional
assistance, but the business and the plan itself are yours. The shorter you can make your summary business
plan, the better. You want to demonstrate how you've studied the ins and outs of the marketplace and have
crunched every conceivable number. Pixabay Pixabay What needs to be included in a successful executive
summary for entrepreneurs that are looking to get funded? Contributing editor, Inc. Market differentiation:
Take the next page to detail what makes your product or service unique in the market by answering questions
like: What makes you different from your competition that actually matters to your target customer? You want
to focus on just a few key elements of your business that will generate the most excitement among those
reading it -- without requiring them to invest a weekend in doing so. There is no reason to have your work
bound in leather; what is required is a neat cover of adequate size to hold your material. Subtle factors like this
reflect your business judgment. How will the business be organized org. What are the logistics? Best Practices
for a Successful Executive Summary To get this right, you have to know what your executive summary is for.
What is your big bold brand promise? As described in my book, The Art of Startup Fundraising , it is vital for
entrepreneurs to understand how this differs from other documents, like pitch decks and full business plans.
Unfortunately, many get this all wrong. Briefly describe the action items needed to achieve your objectives,
using milestone dates. Vision Statement: Write a concise one- or two-paragraph vision statement, which gives
your answer to the question: 'What do we want this company to become over the next five to 10 years?


